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The degree of &approximation for a class of positive convolution operators 
is investigated. Recent results of De Vore, Bojanic, and Shisha for the uniform 
approximation by these operators and the K-functional of Peetre are employed 
to obtain the degree of approximation i terms of the integral modulus of smooth- 
ness. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Z = [0, r], 1 < p < co and let L,(Z) denote the space of real valued 
pth power integrable functions on Z, with jl * Ill) the usual &-norm on I. 
Let (H,(y)) be a sequence of nonnegative, even and continuous functions 
on [-r, r] such that 
s r f&(Y) 4 =1, n = 1, 2,..., (1.1) -r 
and 
For f o L,(Z), 1 < p < cc, and 0 < x < r, we define the convolution 
operator 
K,(f, x) = jh Kdt - x> dr, n = 1, 2,... . (1.3) 
0 
This is a linear operator mapping L,(I) into L,(I) and it is positive on I. 
The sequence (p,} determines the rate of uniform approximation of a 
continuous function f by the operator K,(f, x). There are two important 
examples of (I .3). 
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Korovkin operators. Let (b be a nonnegative, even and continuous 
function on [-r, r] decreasing on [0, r] and such that 4(O) = 1 and 0 < 
4(t) < 1 for 0 < t < r. For fE L,(I) we define 
ML 4 = pn j’f(t)[W - 41” dt, 
0 
(1.4) 
where 
-1 
Pn = 2 or [&t)l” dt. J 
Operators (1.4) were introduced by Korovkin [8], who used them for the 
approximation of continuous functions. Later Bojanic and Shisha [3] 
showed that 
lim ’ - I = c 
t-04 t” 
(1.5) 
for some positive numbers cx and c implies, for (1.4) 
p* = O(n-l/a), n + co. (1.6) 
Many important special cases of (1.5) were noted in [3]. 
Bojanic-De Vore operators. We consider approximating polynomials 
generated by a sequence of orthogonal polynomials (P,} on [ - 1, I] whose 
weight function w is nonnegative, even and Lebesgue integrable on [- 1, I] 
and has the following properties: 
and 
Let 
0 < m < w(x) for x E [-r, r], 0 < r < 1 (1.7) 
w(x) < M < 00 for x E [-8, 61, 0 < 6 < 1. (1.8) 
where aZn and ~1/$,-~ are the two smallest positive zeros of P,, and c, > 0 
is chosen so that 
s ’ R,,(t) dt = 1, n = 1, 2, 3,. . . . --T 
For f E L,(Z) we define 
K,cf; x) = j’f(t) R,(t - x) dt. (1.9) 
0 
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Using (1.7) and (1.8), Bojanic [2] and DeVore [4] showed that, for (1.9) 
/J% = W-Y, n-t co. (1.10) 
In this paper we shall utilize Peetre’s K-functional [12] to obtain the 
degree of &-approximation with (1.3). The method of Peetre’s K-functional 
gives the estimate of the rate of approximation in terms of the integral 
modulus of smoothness wz,.(f, h), while some previous results in this direction 
were expressed in terms of the usual L, modulus of continuity (see for 
instance, Mamedov [9]), 
2. DEGREE OF APPROXIMATION 
In the sequel et pi(x) = xi for i = 0, 1,2. 
LEMMA 1. For n = 1, 2, 3 ,..,, we have 
f’H,(t-x)dt=KJe,,,x)<l, O<x<r, 
6 < r, 
-6<r, 
(2.2) For t E [0, r], 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.41 
(2.5) 
P.6) 
(2.7) 
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(2.3) Assume p > 1, l/p + l/q = 1, 0 < x < r, and f~ &JO, rl. 
By (2.1), (2.2), and Holder’s 
and 
The case p = 1 is similar. 
(2.4) Since H,(y) is even on [-r, r], for 0 < S < x < r - 6 < r 
we have 
I Km - 4, x)l = 1 Jy 0 - 4 fL(t - 4 dt 1 
= 1s” YKz(Y) dY j < g * 
I 
(2.5) If 0 < x < r then 
&de0 , -4 = 1 - [f, H,(t) dt + I-;’ ffn(t) dt]. 
IfO<6<x<r--<<then 
I K4eo , x) - 1 1 < f /; 
r 
PZZ,(t) dt = 2 $. 
(2.6) This is obvious. 
(2.7) This follows from Holder’s, (2.1) and (2.6). 
Let 1 < p < co and LD2(Z) be the space of those functions f~ L,(Z) with 
f’ absolutely continuous and f” E L,(Z). The next lemma gives an upper 
bound for the degree of &-approximation with (1.3) to “smooth” functions 
f E L120. 
LEMMA 2. Let f E LD2(Z) and 1 < p < CO. For all n suficiently large, 
II KLf) - fll, < c,(llf 119 + llf” II,> t-P, 
where c, is a positive constant, independent off and n. 
Proof. First assume p > 1 and x E [0, r]. Since f e LD2(Z), we have 
f(t) -f(x) = 0 - x> f ‘(4 + j-’ 0 - 4 f “(4 du D 
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and 
Mf(f> -f(x), 4 = f’(x) Kdt - x, 4 + K, [lzt 0- 4 f”(4 du, x] 
:= Z,(x) +Z,(x). 
Using [6] we obtain 
II 11 lip < cdllfll, + Ilf” II,) (I I KnO - ~9 41” dx)I”. 
Also 
1 Kn(t - x, x); = 
II 
+ (t - x) Z-Z,(t - x) dt 1 
0 
= 
iJ 
H,(t) dt < r, O<x<r. 
--2 
Hence, using (2.4) with 0 < 6 < r/2 
(1 r 0 1 K,(t - x, x)1” dx)“’ 
and 
We have 
where 
II 4 112, < 4J’ll, + Ilf” II,) p + $). 
1 &): < j”’ H,(t - x) I t - x I 1 j-Et If”(u)1 du 1 dt 
0 I 
< e,-(x) 1’ z-z,(t - x)(t - x)” dt, 
0 
1 t Q(x) = sup ___ 
o<t47 t - x s If”W du 2 
t+x 
is the Hardy-Littlewood majorante off” at x. Since p > 1 and f” E L,(Z), 
or- E L,(f) with [ 13, Theorem 13.151 
Therefore, using (2.6) 
II 12 II9 < P’D (*) Ilf” Ile ha. 
BY WI 
If( I K,(e,, 4 - 1 I < GWII, + llf” II,) I Ueo9 4 - 1 I. 
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Let 0 < 6 < r/2. Using (l.l), (2.1), (2.5) and the fact that H, is even we have 
II Kho) - e. lip 
< U ’ (1 - K,(e, , X) dx)l” 
= ,;’ + f) j”T H,(t) dt dx + (I’-’ s:_,) j-r 
0 6 iv 0 r--5 
H,(t) dt dx]“’ 
< [S + jar H,,(t) jot dx dt + 6 + I H,,(t) 6, dx dt]“’ 
< [2 (s + $)]““. 
(.I r (If( I fG(e, , 4 - 1 1)” dx)l” 9 cXllfllp + Iif” II,) (6 + $ol”. 0 
Choose 6 = p, . For all n sufficiently large, 0 < p,, < r/2 by (1.2) and it 
follows from the above calculations that 
II L(f) -fll, < Gtllfll, + llf” II,) PP. 
Now assume p = 1, x E [0, r] and 0 < 8 < r/2. As before, 
s or If( I K&,, 4 - 1 I dx < Gtllflll + lif” Ii,) (8 + $) 
and 
s r I f’(x>l I Ka(t - 0 x, 41 dx d GM-II, + llf” lid (8 + 5). 
Next 
s r I Ux)l dx 0 
< Jr jr H,(t - x) ) t - x j / f ) f”(u)\ dtc j dt dx 
0 0 a: 
= (j-” + j-I-* + 1’ ) f H,(t - x) I t - x / / It 1 f”(u)1 du 1 dt dx 
0 8 r--6 0 z 
= A, + A, + A,. 
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For A, let TI = {t: I t - x ( < 6) and T, = {t: I t - x I >, S}. Then, 
using (2.6), 
T-6 A, < I s 6 l-1 H,(t - x) I x - t / 1 jt / f”(u)1 du j dt dx a 
+ j8’-” jar H,(t - x) (t ; -+ ( j; j f”(u)1 du ( dt dx 
G.6 jr-” jTl K(t - 4 1 jt I f”Wl du 1 dt dx + r Ilf” II1 $ . 6 0 
Also 
jr-’ jTl H,(t - x) / it if”(u)j du ( dt dx 
6 *% 
< l’-’ {j; H,(t - x) j’ I f”(u)1 du dt 
c 6 t 
+ jr’-’ H,(t - x) jt I f”(u)1 du dt/ dx 
z e 
< iv-’ 1jz;, I f”t~)I L’ fMt - 4 dt du 
+ j’+’ lf”(u)l joT &(t - x) dt du\ dx 
T 
< i’-’ jzz’ I f”(u)~ du dx = [‘-” j-1 I f”(t + xl dt dx 
6 ss T-6 = I f”(t + 41 dx dt G 26 llf” II1 .--6 
Hence 
A, < Ilf” III (r $f + 26’). 
Finally, using (2.7) 
Ai G If” III b2 9 i = 1, 3, 
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and therefore 
Lemma 2 for p = 1 follows by choosing 8 = pn. 
In what follows we will measure smoothness using the K-functional of 
Petre [12]. It is, for fE L,(Z), 1 < p < co, defined by 
Kp(r, f) = geF& Uf - g Iln + r(ll g lip + /I g” lip), t > 0. P 
This measures the degree of approximation of a function f E L,(I) by 
smoother functions g E LD2(Z) with simultaneous control on the size of 
// g lip + /) g” &, . The second order integral modulus of smoothness i given by 
o,,(f, A) = O”,lJ* llf(* + t> - 2fC.l + f(. - N, (4) 
, 
where It indicates that the &-norm is taken over the interval [0 + t, Y - t]. 
It is known [5, 71 that there are constants c1 > 0, c2 > 0, independent off 
and p, such that 
clw2,,cf t112) < Kp,(f, f) d min(L 0 llf IIs + 2c2w2,,cf W. (2.8) 
We shall use Lemma 2 and (2.8) to establish the degree of approximation 
with (1.3). Namely, we first approximate f E L,(Z) by g E LD2(Z) and then 
use Lemma 2, the definition of the K-functional and (2.8). See also [l, 5, 
10, 1 I] for this approach. 
THEOREM 3. Let f E L,(Z), 1 < p < CO. For all n su#kiently large, 
II Km -f/In < %I[p:‘P ll.fll, + %,.(f, P31? (2.9) 
where M, is a positive constant, independent off and n. 
Proof. For all n sufficiently large, 
II G(h) - h IID < 2 II h IID, h E L,(Z), 
< Gdz’“(II h lip + II h” II,)> h E LV), 
where C, is positive constant, independent of h and n. When f E L,(Z) and g 
is an arbitrary function in LD2(Z), then 
I/ K&(f 1 - .fll, G II Uf - d - (f - gx? + II KLk) - g /III 
G 2 llf - g IID + GPl,/“(ll g II9 + II g” II,). 
640123'4-5 
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Taking the infimum over all g E LP2(Z) on the right hand side, using the 
definition of the K-functional and (2.8), we obtain (2.9). 
COROLLARY 4. Zff~ Lip@, L,(Z))& 0 < /I < 1 then 
Here the Lipschitz class Lip@, L2)) of order fl with respect o the &,-norm 
is defined as the collection of all functions f E L,(Z) with the property 
w2,,cf t) = qty, t -+ Of. 
Remarks. Since (1.3) is a global contractive map, we can also apply the 
general quantitative estimate of Berens and De Vore [l]. Define 
We have shown in the proof of Lemma 2 that II K,(e,J - e. IIB = @CL?‘) 
as n + co. Also 
II K,(eJ - el llp G jr I LO - X, x)lp dxllp + r II KG,) - e. IID .
0 
It now follows from (2.4) that I/ K,(e,) - e, Ijz, = O(&‘“) as n -+ co. Hence 
X,P = W’“), n --f co. 
Applying [l, p. 2911 we obtain, for all sufficiently large n, 
II Km - fll, G Klw IIJ’II, + w2,.(f, P1n’2”2n (2.10) 
where ML is a positive constant, independent off and n. 
Estimate (2.9) is better than (2.10) if p > 1. This is not too surprising, 
since Lemma 1 of [l] appears to be a rather coarse estimate for p > 1. 
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